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Over the past several decades, the term “automatic heating 
system” was lost in the cold, ash heap of time.  Once in the 
vernacular of heating professionals, the term was conceived 
when oil took America’s heating systems by storm after M.A. 
Fessler invented the oil burner to take advantage of the crude oil 
that was seeping out of the California ground in 1903.

Oil ushered in the first true “automatic” heating system.  No more 
hauling, shoveling, stacking, stoking or lighting.  The industry 
eagerly turned its back on solid fuels, chasing higher efficiencies, 
greatly reduced emissions and hands-free, automatic operation.  
Wood – still an abundant renewable fuel – was left smoldering 
in its own smoke, especially when applied to commercial space 
heating.  

Many may still think there’s simply no way to burn a renewable 
solid fuel efficiently, with trouble-free operation.

Carl Longenecker, founder of ATI Systems, disagrees.  He’s 

found a way to burn wood automatically, at near-condensing 
efficiencies, and with an air-friendly emissions profile vastly 
beyond traditional wood and coal burners.

The ability to do all this at once, however, requires technical 
skills, imagination and outside-the-box design capability.  Those 
are certainly among the attributes at ATI Systems, all of which 
help to differentiate the company – a hybrid representative/
distributor/engineering services organization – since its inception 
in 1997.

As it turns out, managers of Pennsylvania’s DCNR (Department 
of Conservation and Natural Resources) looked recently to add 
a new office and maintenance facility.  Called the Resource 
Management Center, it’s located at Weiser State Forest, just a 
few miles from the coal mining ghost town of Centralia. 

DCNR managers sought to use a renewable fuel (ideally wood) 
to fire a district hydronic heating system. After reviewing several 

system proposals, state experts chose a solution offered by ATI 
Systems.

“What ATI Systems brought to the table exceeded what we were 
looking to accomplish,” said Jason Adams, one of two full-time 
mechanical engineers employed by DCNR. “It burns wood, 
pellets does it efficiently, and doesn’t require labor hours to keep 
it running.” 

Equipment and expertise
Longenecker broke the business mold when founding ATI 
Systems, now a five-person firm in Conestoga, PA.  After 
working in the HVAC industry for over a decade, he set out to do 
what few thought was possible; start a small-scale representative 
and distribution business within the HVAC industry.  Although the 
cards were stacked against him, he had an ace up his sleeve.

“I knew I could never compete with large distributors from an 
infrastructure or quantity standpoint,” said Longenecker.  “But I 
thought I was able to offer something they typically didn’t do very 
well, which was to provide the technical expertise to go along 
with specialized products in the industry.”  

The company sells and designs complete systems including 
among other things, an ATI Radiant branded line of heating PEX, 
Baxi condensing gas boilers, Air Sox fabric ductwork, Nu-Air 
energy recovery ventilation equipment, and Fröling solid-fuel 
boilers to mention a few.

“Whether it’s the mechanical contractor or a facility owner, they 
bring us blueprints and ideas for what they want to accomplish, 
and they get a full system design in a short amount of time,” 
he explained.  “Our niche is specialized products that require a 
greater level of technical support.”

Their projects vary widely in scope and application; anything 
from waste-oil heating systems in exotic car dealerships, 
to airside solutions in big box stores.  A mainstay has been 
biomass-fired hydronic systems, similar to the one at the 
Resource Management Center at Weiser State Forest.

Forestry facility 
It’s fitting that Pennsylvania’s DCNR wanted a wood-fired heating 
system for their new facility, as they are the managing agent 
for the state’s 2.2 million acres of public forests.  The system 
Longenecker was suggesting one-upped their goal; it not only 
burns a sawmill byproduct in the form of pellets, but it does it in 
an atmospherically friendly way by producing almost no smoke. 

The new facility includes a 10,000 square-foot, 20-person office 
building and a 5,500 square-foot maintenance shop, where 
the department services heavy equipment. The buildings’ 
in-slab radiant floors are heated by two redundant Fröling P4 
wood-pellet burning boilers, imported by Tarm USA, in New 
Hampshire.  What makes the boilers unique is their automatic 
operation, which includes a vacuum-based self feeding system, 
variable speed venting, self ignition, onboard computer operated 
combustion adjustment and analysis, a self clean mechanism, 
and the ability to modulate BTU output.

Of the boilers at Weiser, the larger unit is capable of modulating 

between 30-130 MBH while the smaller unit can provide heating 
outputs between 20-85 MBH.   They run at about 86% efficiency.  
To improve efficiency and responsiveness of the system, 
Longenecker provided a heavily-insulated, 400-gallon buffer tank 
that provides long run times. 

Fröling boilers are available as ASME boilers in larger sizes, but 
the smaller sizes used at Weiser did not carry the certification.  
Although the boilers are subject to testing at or above ASME 
standards in Europe, Pennsylvania doesn’t recognize the foreign 
certification.  This meant that Longenecker had to design around 
an open - or atmospheric - boiler loop.

“The Pacific Northwest, the Great Lakes states, and New 
England are our biggest markets for wood-fired systems, but 
we have units in every state above the Mason Dixon, and a few 
below,” said Scott Nichols, who owns Tarm USA.  The eight-
person firm in Lyme, New Hampshire, opened in 1994.  Today, 
they sell two boiler lines, HS-Tarm and Fröling, and one control 
system brand, LK Armatur. 

The Fröling line includes cord wood, pellet, and wood chip-
burning models, but the pellet line has the broadest size range 
with offerings in outputs between 10 and 500 MBH.   

(continued on Page 40)

The new office building is heated via water pumped under the parking lot from the main mechanical room.

The BesT of All Worlds for 
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Wood pellets are bulk-delivered to the facility and blown into an outdoor 
hopper, from which the boilers automatically draw when needed.
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No pressure
The pellet boilers look like something Apple would produce, if the 
company’s color was red and they dabbled in making oversized, 
indestructible Xerox machines.  One-and-a-quarter-inch supply 
and return lines increase to two-inch diameter where the boilers 
are plumbed together.  Both supply the buffer tank, which acts 
like a massive flywheel, reducing on/off cycling and maximizing 
responsiveness to heating loads.  The storage vessel has four 
temperature sensors connected to the boilers’ onboard controls, 
which tell the boilers how much energy remains, when to fire, 
and when to shut down.

The tank is simply that, a tank; no coils inside.  But on the far 
side of the tank a small Bell & Gossett circulator draws from the 
top of the water column, sending BTUs through a brazed plate 
heat exchanger.  On the receiving end is the connected load for 
both heavily-insulated buildings.

To compensate for water expansion in the system, a riser pipe 
reaches up to the shop’s mezzanine, where three, 20-gallon 
galvanized steel tanks allow the water level to rise and fall.  
Open to the atmosphere, the tanks are “sealed” by pouring a 
heavy layer of vegetable oil over the surface of the standing 
water. The “non-pressurized” boiler loop in fact hangs around 5 
PSI, simply from the head pressure of the stand pipes and tanks 

in the mezzanine.

“Several U.S. jurisdictions accept European pressure vessel 
laws.  Where they don’t and we don’t have ASME stamped 
vessels, open systems perform well,” said Nichols.

The pressure’s on
On the pressurized side of the heat exchanger, insulated pipes 
drop into a covered manhole in the floor of the mechanical 
room.  From here, water heads to the buildings.  There are three 
Rahau radiant manifolds throughout the shop, and seven radiant 
manifolds located in the office building across the parking lot 
about 300 feet away.  

To deliver the water safely and economically, flexible, pre-
insulated tubing was buried below the frost line.  The blue, 
corrugated outside carrier houses thick foam insulation and one-
and-a-quarter-inch PEX lines.

“We went with double pipes on the home runs to the office 
buildings” said Adams, who was involved with the design of 
the pressurized portion of the system.  “Each corrugated line 
contains two pipes, just in case one is ever compromised.  The 
spare remains capped and unused. The price increase between 
dual and single pipe was minimal, so it seemed worth the 
expense to have the extra insurance.”

The manifolds in the shop are shrouded in steel cabinets, and 
deliver water to half-inch PEX lines to heat the floor slab.  The 
same is the case at the office buildings, except that there’s an 
additional 80 gallon buffer tank between the underground supply 
pipe and the manifolds.  A Wessels Automatic glycol makeup 
system keeps the pressurized portion of the system safe in the 
event of a system rupture. 

Hands-free renewable energy
“About a year ago, I did a field analysis of the different fuel 
sources we have available in the Northeast,” said Longenecker.  
“Cord wood - when used in a hi-efficiency gasification boiler - 
was the least expensive.  The downside is that you need to be 
around to light and stoke the unit, not to mention cut, split, and 
stack.  Then came natural gas, but that’s not always an option.  
Wood pellets were a very close third, roughly half the cost of LP 
and oil.”

Longenecker prefers wood pellets over other fuels because 
– in the correct boiler – it’s a no-fuss fuel.  Additionally, it’s a 
sustainable byproduct.  Hardwood sawdust is pressed into 
pellets that resemble large rabbit food.  And it’s available nearly 
anywhere in the Northeast.  A deliver truck literally blows the 
pellets into a 29-ton outdoor silo, from which the indoor boilers 
draw automatically.  

When pellets were delivered before commissioning in 
September, the price was $170/ton.  According to the UDSA 
Forest Products Laboratory, a ton of pellets contains 16.4 million 
BTUs.  The BTU equivalent of #2 fuel oil would have cost over 
$400.  

To get pellets from the silo, a high-velocity vacuum on each 
boiler draws pellets through flexible thermoplastic tubing, filling a 

roughly bushel-sized day bin attached to the unit.  Two fire gates 
and an inclined fuel drop tube in the boiler keep flame from ever 
reaching the stored pellets.

“The boilers are nearly silent during operation.  Because filling 
the day bin is noisier, you can program the boiler to draw pellets 
at a certain time of the day,” said Nichols.  “Or for example – 
avoid filling between 9pm and 8am.”  To light itself, the boiler 
uses an electric heat gun whenever there’s a call.

Anything but average
“I wish I’d have crossed paths with ATI Systems sooner,” said 
Adams, who is C.B.C.P. certified through AEE.  “I commission, 
design and trouble-shoot the systems – both structural and 
mechanical – that DCNR operates.”    

The Weiser State Forest job strays slightly from the ATI Systems 
modus operandi, where full system design - from beginning 
to end - is the norm.  In a way, they’re both a distributor and a 
mechanical engineering firm.  But the way they see it, they’re a 
value-added equipment marketer.  Depending on the product 
line, they sell both to mechanical contractors and wholesalers.  
“Retrofit, addition or new construction, we’ll pick up a project at 
any phase.  But we prefer to be brought in at the design stage,” 
said Longenecker.  “Sitting in front of blueprints allows us to 
design a system that will optimize fuel efficiency and comfort, 
while minimizing ecological impact.” 

That’s what they’ve done at countless Pennsylvania jobsites, not 
to mention a host of other states across the country.  The Weiser 
State Forest DCNR facility is now ready for all that winter can 
throw at it. An Amarillo, TX Toyota dealership is up next.  

Feature

The boilers share a main mechanical room with a super-insulated, 400-gallon buffer tank.  All supply and return lines to both buildings run 
underground.

The wood pellets that fuel the boilers are sawmilling byproducts.  Only 
compressed wood is used in the making of the pellets, no bonding agent.  
They’re seen here inside one of the boiler’s “day bins.”

(L-R) Carl Longenecker, owner of ATI Systems, René Ferland, sales & 
technical support for Tarm USA, and Jason Adams, C.B.C.P Mechanical 
Engineer II, with Pensylvania DCNR, stand in from of the two pellet 
boilers.


